
5.2% CAGR, Data Center Substation Market
Size to hit $13,947.91 Million, Globally by 2028

Data Center Substation Market is set to register 5.2% of CAGR, fuelled by Growing Number of Data

Centers across Globe by 2028

NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, January 19, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- According to our latest

market study on “Data Center Substation Market Forecast to 2028 – COVID-19 Impact and Global

Analysis – by Component, Voltage Type, and Geography,” the market is expected to grow from

US$ 9784.42 million in 2021 and is projected to reach US$ 13947.91 million by 2028; it is

expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.2% from 2021 to 2028.

Market Size Value in - US$ 9,784.42 million in 2021

Market Size Value by - US$ 13,947.91 million by 2028

Growth rate - CAGR of 5.2% from 2021 to 2028.

Forecast Period - 2021-2028

Base Year - 2021

No. of Pages - 160

No. Tables - 61

No. of Charts & Figures - 75

Historical data available - Yes

Segments covered - Component and Voltage Type

Regional scope - North America; Europe; Asia Pacific; Latin America; MEA

Country scope - US, UK, Canada, Germany, France, Italy, Australia, Russia, China, Japan, South

Korea, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Argentina

Report coverage - Revenue forecast, company ranking, competitive landscape, growth factors,

and trends

Get Exclusive Sample Pages of Data Center Substation Market at

https://www.theinsightpartners.com/sample/TIPRE00025991 

The substation connects the data center to its electric supply, usually a public utility system,

although distributed power generation sources such as fuel cells or solar arrays are also

considered. A substation is a structure in the power network where transmission routes and

distribution feeders are connected via circuit breakers or switches by busbars. This allows

controlling the power flow across the network and general switching procedures for

maintenance purposes. These enclosed zones mainly step up or step down the voltage in
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transmission lines to a particular level suitable for the distribution system. The rapid growth in

the volume of structured and unstructured data along with the increasing demand for cloud

computing subsequently drives the demand for efficient and reliable substations. The growing

demand for interrupted and smooth transmission and distribution of electricity to power data

center facilities is anticipated to drive the growth of the market over the forecast period. For

instance, ABB introduced a purpose-built substation to offer tailored solutions to the rapidly

growing data center industry. The rising focus on replacing old electrical substation

infrastructure with upgraded, high-quality, modular, digital, and gas-insulated systems is also

expected to augment the data center substation market growth.

Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on Data Center Substation Market

The COVID-19 pandemic has shaken several industries including manufacturing, retail,

construction, and automotive. The tremendous growth in the spread of the novel coronavirus

has urged governments worldwide to impose strict restrictions on vehicles and human’s

movement. Due to travel bans, mass lockdowns, and business shutdowns, the pandemic has

negatively affected economies and countless industries in various countries. The lockdown

imposition has resulted in the lesser production of commodities, goods, and services.

Download the Latest COVID-19 Analysis on Data Center Substation Market Growth Research

Report at https://www.theinsightpartners.com/covid-analysis-

sample/TIPRE00025991?utm_source=EINPressWire&utm_medium=10051   

Growing Number of Data Centers to Boost Demand for Data Center Substations

Data centers have increasingly become a crucial aspect of the modern economy, from the

servers operating in SMEs to the organization data centers supporting large business

corporations and the plantations running cloud computing services hosted by various

technology giants such as Amazon, Facebook, and Google. In the wake of a globally snowballing

digital economy and the data center industry, which is challenged continually with staying ahead

of customers’ IT roadmaps, different end users have emerged to distinguish themselves with

varying data center requirements. The need for data storage is also surging due to the increasing

demand for big data analytics and cloud-based services, such as online content comprising

movies, apps, videos, and social media. Therefore, the increasing number of data centers boosts

the need for data center substations to get sufficient power supplies, which drives the growth of

the data center substation market.

The number of internet users is increasing worldwide due to growing population. There are 4.66

million internet users globally (i.e., 59% of the global population), of which 92.6% (4.32 million)

users access the internet through mobile devices. Denmark, the UAE, and Sweden have the

highest internet penetration rate across the world. Further, till 2020, APAC recorded the largest

number of online users with over 2.5 million, whereas Europe was ranked second with approx.

728 million internet users. In 2020, China held the leading market share of internet users
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worldwide, followed by India and the US. China has more than 854 million internet users,

whereas India has around 560 million online users. Digitalization and internet penetration are in

the initial phase across a few MEA countries, such as Oman, Qatar, and Kuwait. Industries are

transforming their business to digital platform due to continuous growth in internet users. Thus,

the rising amount and variety of data on social media create the need for data centers, which, in

turn, create lucrative opportunities for the data center substation market to offer smooth

transmission and distribution of continuous electric power supply.

Order a Copy of Data Center Substation Market Shares, Strategies and Forecasts 2028 Research

Report at https://www.theinsightpartners.com/buy/TIPRE00025991 
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